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5th World Financial Symposium 

09:00 – 09:10 

Opening Remarks - Including Key Highlights on Opportunities and Challenges to “ Innovate, Accelerate and Deliver”  

 

09:10 - 9:30 

IATA Strategic Roadmap in Supporting Sustained Airline Financial Health  

 

09:30 – 10:00 

Hear an Airline Perspective on Industry Priorities to the Sustain Airline Financial Health and Insights on Digital Transfor-

mation within the Airline Industry, what are the Challenges and the Opportunities   

 

10:00 - 10:30 

The Compass and the Radar, The Art of Building a Rewarding Career 

 

                             Wednesday 19 September 2018       

                                                             09:00 - 12:30 

            10:30 - 11:15                                                       Networking Coffee Break 

11:15 – 11:25 

Innovate - Accelerate - Deliver  

Innovating With Speed is Key to Sustain the Aviation Industry’s Financial Health: Where do we Stand?  

IATA’s Financial Committee Chairman will update us on the progress made in delivering the industry five pillars (Smarter Regula-

tions, Value Chain Optimization, Innovation, Efficient Processes and High Performing Finance Organization) driving sustained 

airline financial health. The 2018 scorecard to be presented during the session will not only highlight achievements and progress 

but will also identify areas for acceleration and strengthening.  

 

11:25 – 11:45 

The Digital Transformation is changing the Airline Business Landscape 

 We will hear the perspectives of an “Accelerator” on how the aviation industry may be prepared for such a change. 

 

11:45 – 12:30 

Fire chats with Key Industry Leaders  

Three components are critical to achieve sustained financial health with efficiency and speed: innovation with speed, high per-

forming finance and efficient industry wide initiatives. Three  fire chats challenging Key Industry Leaders  on their strategies relat-

ed to these three key components.  Take One Order as one of the transformational initiatives and discuss the industry readiness 

to implement successfully.  
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Transformation in Payment is impacting consumers' everyday lives, businesses strategies and pro-

cesses without a doubt. The sessions included in this track will go over the different aspects of this 

transformation. What is the reality and practically, speaking how is it impacting you as an airline. Hold-

ing a strong grasp on this key knowledge is what will allow you to drive your payment strategy and 

stay in control of your options and cost.  Regulators are also playing a key role in this transformation, 

moving away from a more traditional role of control and compliance to actually driving change. Inter-

ventions include sessions from New and Existing Players in Payment, Industry Standards and new 

collection method initiatives to change in regulation and Social Networks disruptive role. We will also 

present key highlights from the Fraud Prevention Forum held prior to the Symposium. 

Transformation in Payment & Fraud Prevention  

Is payment being really transformed? 

  

How much does it costs 

  

Regaining control of the payment strategy by avoiding being locked-in with providers 

  

The TIP project – EP 

  

 
Blockchain for ICH: beyond the hype on consumer facing initiatives,  materializing how blockchain can truly transform corporate payments 

  

Payment: better understood! 

  

Interchange capping: mixed views if as a result merchant fee is going down 

  

MIF capping, surcharging regulation, PSD2: what implementation 

  

Strong customer authentication:  expected with trepidation, but how practically to roll out 3D Secure across all concerned transactions? 

  

IATA to facilitate airline acceptance of instant bank transfer 

 

Payment Regulation: does it deliver? 

  

Highlights Fraud Prevention Forum 

  

Industry fraud prevention initiatives (card fraud and FFP fraud groups created under revamped PSC governance, ADM WG) 

  

Case study: LH, which has created a LH group fraud prevention team 

Fraud prevention 

Wednesday 19 September 2018       14:00 - 18:00 

Thursday 20 September 2018           09:00 - 10:30 

  

Airlines launch new payment solutions partnering with Credit Card Schemes and Alternative Form of Payment  

  

Greater customer convenience and increased security (biometrics) 

  

What payment instrument will instant bank transfer cannibalize?  

  

Tomorrow is here: payment on social networks and chatbots 

  

Transformation of payment in the airline industry: NDC changes the way payment for indirect sales is collected! 

Distribution 

Innovation/Fintech 

Strategic (targeted for executives) 

Credit & Financial Risk Management 

Payment Cost & Control 

Operational Efficiency 

Banking 
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Financial Risk Management: Exploring the risk universe 

  

Are you ready for a new era of risk? Getting prepared for new risks and new challenges 

  

Traditional take on risk vs technological take on risk 

  

Getting your priorities right : Cash management, cash forecasting and risk management 

  

Compliance & Regulation landscape: What are the incoming and current regulations and how to get prepared? 

  

How to choose your next technology partner: Showcasing a collaboration within the airline industry 

  

Learning from each other: Another industry's perspective 

  

Mergers & Acquisitions: How to ensure smooth and seamless transition? 

  

EU PTD - Press To Detonate? The Package Travel Directive - “A ticking time bomb!" 

  

Making the most of technology : Staying connected, visible, optimal and frictionless 

  

An industry perspective of innovation and banking initiatives 

  

Accelerating the finance world and simplifying payment: Smart contracts - Fast, Secure and Affordable 

  

The Fintech Impact on banks, Startups and Corporate Treasury 

  

Integrating forward technologies and taking control of your cashflow 

Innovation & Technologies : Financial Digital Transformation 

Financial Risk & Liquidity Management  

As innovation dominates the financial landscape, airlines financial executives and managers are at 

an important turning point where daily operations and strategy must embrace transformation and 

even drive it.  From cash management, airline financing to regulations, the new digital reality makes 

core and strategic financial activities more visible and connected with a wider risk universe. 

Given the right forum of exchange, financial technologists, bankers and treasurers will be able to col-

laborate to bring to life tomorrow's era of treasury and finance. An undeniable element of Treasury is 

the appropriate selection of treasury intelligent systems which will be versatile, adjustable and power-

ful enough to support at today's date and tomorrow's technology revolution. 

With the market's ever changing needs and modern challenges, the Aviation Industry is required to 

be swift on picking up upcoming financial and technological trends so that operations remains liquid, 

volatility contained and risk mitigated, as much as possible. The future of cash management resides 

in the right calibration of the risk appetite, operational agility and innovation. 

In this year's Financial Risk and Liquidity Management track, we present an array of topics which will 

help you kick start  the conversation to become futureproof. 

Wednesday 19 September 2018       14:00 - 18:00 

Thursday 20 September 2018           09:00 - 10:30 
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People Aspect – Driving Strategy 

  

How partner with your CFO? 

   

Are you resisting change and technologies? 

  

Are you including all your stakeholders? 

  

Building a relationship with your banker ( bankers perspective vs airlines perspectives) 

  

Global Treasury: Showcasing how other transport industry doing it 

  

How to remain financially and operationally agile? 

  

Working Capital, cash forecasting and liquidity planning : Tricks and treats 

Digital finance technicalities: Gaining on agility 

  

How to select you cash management Bank 

  

Integrating financial business intelligence: The pillars for success 

  

Investment opportunities : Aligning with both current and long term vision 

  

Fuel & Hedging: What are core principles for doing it right 

  

Capturing volatility: How are you dealing with foreign exchange? 

Market Evolution: The future of Cash Management, Investment and Hedging 

Wednesday 19 September 2018       14:00 - 18:00 

Thursday 20 September 2018           09:00 - 10:30 

Credit & Financial Risk Management 
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Innovation Jam Session 

14:00 - 14:25  

TED Speaker on Digital Transformation 

14:25 – 15:05 

Startups Jam Session   

How new tech is impacting our financial world. What are the trends and what will the near future look like? Hear from Startups and 

what they are up to! 

 

Industry Priorities for 2019 and Onwards 

15:05 – 15:20 

What Should the Industry Priorities be for 2019 and onward? 

 

 
15:20 – 15:30 
Closing Remarks and WFS 2019 Announcement 
 

            15:30 - 16:30                                               Networking Coffee Break 
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